Pitbullmen (Kobolds)
CLIMATE/TERRAIN:
FREQUENCY:
ORGANIZATION:
ACTIVITY CYCLE:
DIET:
INTELLIGENCE:
TREASURE:
ALIGNMENT:

Warm climate, underground lair
Uncommon
Paw (5), Hunt (25), Litter (50)
Nocturnal
Carnivore
S15 I12 W10 D13 C16 C12

NO. APPEARING:
ARMOR CLASS:
MOVEMENT:
HIT DICE:
THAC0:
NO. OF ATTACKS:
DAMAGE/ATTACK:
SPECIAL ATTACKS:

5-16 (6-60)
7 (6 Paw prime)
Quadruped 150' (50')/Biped 90' (30')
2d4+2 (9) LP 8
16
1 weapon or 1 Bite
Weapon or 1d6 + 1d3/round
Once has a bite of 2HP = hold

SPECIAL DEFENSES:

None, once prime is gone flee

MAGIC RESISTANCE:
SIZE:
MORALE:
XP VALUE:

Normal man, +3 vs breath weapons
Small (14-24")/Medium (35-60")
6 (8 with paw prime)
35+3/HP

P (J,K,L in lair)
Chaotic Evil

These small evil dog-like men usually live underground but
hunt at night above ground. These men look very much like
American Pit Bull Terriers Humanoids. They have well
developed infravision to a range of 90'. They also have
Low-Light vision to 90'. The primary sense of this race is scent.
A Pitbullman can follow scent trails up to 20 hours old. This
race has an opposable thumb on the forepaws that rotates
forward to allow for quadruped mobility and back to allow for
tool manipulations. Their math is base 5 due to five fingered
hands.
COMBAT:
A patrol unit is called a Paw and is made up of a Prime and
two pairs of supports called Talons. The Prime always runs on
the side of the unit. In combat the Paw always attacks the
largest target. The Prime attacks the face/head/neck taking
a -2 to hit for each size category above small of the target. The
Talons each target a lower limb. If the target is biped then
there is a -1 to hit for each size category above small of the
target penalty for targeting the upper limbs. Once a successful
bit is made (any bite doing 3HP or more) then the Pitbullman
locks his jaws and violently shakes himself causing 1d3 HP or
1LP per round. Once his jaws are locked the Pittbullman will
not let go until the Prime stops attacking or is dead. If the
Prime dies the Talons flee melee and howl for the pack. Note
the weight added to the target by five beings weighing over
50lbs each. This usually brings down most targets. While
locked onto their targets the AC of the Talons drops to 9. The
Prime wears a spiked leather armor on his face, head and neck
area giving him a +1 AC bonus.
When attacking prey of Large size the Pittbullmen will use
weapons. The main attack is for 1 Paw to use spears to stab AT
the head/face of the animal to keep its attention on the 1st
Paw. The 2nd Paw's Talons will pair up on the lower/back

legs of the beast. The Prime of the 2nd Paw will direct his
attack at the genitals of the large beast to assist in rapid bleed
out. This attack strategy has been used to bring down prey as
large as elephants.
DIET:
Pittbullmen require 10% of their body weight in meat a day.
They can eat carrion as easily as fresh meat. They drink the
same about of water as they eat meat. A Pittbullmen will eat
plants in the amount of 3-5# a week but the bulk of their diet is
meat.
APPEARANCE:
Weight: M22-78lbs, F30-50lbs
Height: M14-24", F14-22"
Standing Height: 2½ times height, M28"-60", F28"-55"
Length: 2.2 times Height M30.8"-52.8", F30.8"-48.4"
Tail: 0.3 times Height
Life Span: 12 years
Litter Size: 5-10 puppies
Coloration: Black & white, brown & white, black & brown, all
white, and all black.
Coat: Smooth, short haired, and easy to groom

